Ashlea Northop Road
Flint, Clwyd CH6 5QG
If you are looking for a unique 4 or 5 bedroom detached character home, tastefully renovated and offering
versatile family accommodation with 2 new bathrooms, new kitchen, log burning stove, 2 or 3 reception
rooms, extensive gardens with a large double garage….....this really could be the NewHome4U

￭ FOUR OR FIVE BEDROOM DETACHED FAMILY
HOME0

￭ TWO or THREE RECEPTION ROOMS

￭ HANDY FOR TEHE A55 VILLAGE LOCATION

￭ WOOD BURNING STOVE

￭ DOUBLE BEDROOMS THROUGHOUT

￭ *** VERSATILE ACCOMMODATION ***

￭ DOWNSTAIRS SHOWER ROOM

￭ STUNNING BATHROOM

￭ DOUBLE GARAGE & A UTILITY ROOM/LAUNDRY

￭ FREE & OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK in-house
INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE ADVICE call Beth
@LoveMortgages.co.uk on 01244 904410

Offers in the region of £239,995

Come to our office for FREE Independent MORTGAGE ADVICE OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK or just email Beth@LoveMortgages.co.uk or even ‘call': 01244 90 44
10
Do you like the photos?? Well may be you would you like to view this home personally because, one of the best things about NewHome4U is, we OPEN 7
DAYS a WEEK and we’re physically in the office 4U just so that you can view, ‘’like no other estate agent in Mold’
Situated on the main road through Flint Mountain this cleverly extended and modernised family home offers flexible accommodation with the one thing that
every family needs, the space to spread themselves out without getting under one another’s feet. It achieves this by having two separate lounges situated
either side of the kitchen which also has the effect of providing two independent living spaces, ideal for those awkward teenage years when you may
love your family but don’t actually like them all that much….
Sitting in the dip of the main road and within yards of a highly regarded local coaching inn, the home may also be reached down a narrow lane alongside
that leads past the gardens to the drive access, before continuing into the village itself. Walking up the sloping drive towards the home there is an attractive
and varied series of stepped areas to our left while on the other side of the drive lies the large lawn. At the top of this, the garden turns through 90
degrees revealing another lawned area with attractive rockeries around the perimeter.
At the top of the drive we find the double garage, positioned beneath the house itself owing to the slope of the land and thus while being an integral
structure it steals no space from the home itself. To one side of the garage and accessed from it is a comprehensively equipped laundry room where your
staff can labour away below stairs… yes, wouldn’t that be nice.
A small flight of steps lead up past a pleasant little sheltered sitting area and to what is in effect the back door but which would I feel become the one most
commonly used. This leads us straight into the kitchen with its very attractive and practical wood laminate flooring and where, to our immediate left is the
ever useful store cupboard for hanging coats, keeping the Hoover and all the associated junk that we cannot live without. Another door beside this reveals
the freezers, thus freeing up space in the kitchen, something that is not necessary but which helps give the room a very open and spacious feel.
Moving through the kitchen we find a corridor running over the top of the garage and off which is a fully equipped bathroom which has been recently fully
fitted out with a ceramic floor, vanity unit containing the hand basin, lavatory and walk in shower. A downstairs loo is always a useful addition but this
offers so much more.
Opposite here is a sizeable room which is currently used purely as clothes storage but which could easily be utilised as a very pleasant bedroom, offering
the possibility of making this section of the home into a self contained granny-flat. The suitability of the home for this purpose is further accentuated by the
next room, a delightful sitting room overlooking the gardens. Although currently in use as a library/study, this demonstrates the degree of flexibility this
home offers.
Returning through the kitchen we find another door leading into the main lounge. This is a very comfortable room made to feel all the cosier by the large
chimney breast housing the multi fuel log burner which always makes any room feel that little bit special. Also in here the triple glazed windows show their
efficiency in deadening the sound of the adjacent road to the extent where it is rarely noticeable.
Passing the foot of the staircase and the largely decorative ‘front’ door, we come to the formal dining room. This is a splendidly proportioned room, loudly
hinting at the family gatherings that such a home is sure to encourage.
Climbing the stairs brings us onto the small landing where to our right is the first of the bedrooms. This large room sets a trend by featuring twin aspect
windows, something that always makes for a pleasing atmosphere removing as it does, many of the shadows that make the supplication of make up such
a chore. See? All those years as the Dame in the village panto weren’t wasted….
Opposite here on the other side of the landing is another, if anything larger bedroom. To give some impression of the space available, along with the double
bed and its twin bedside cabinets, there is an occasional chair, full sized dressing table…. and a settee. Complimenting these is a large walk in cupboard,
taking care of the need for hanging space.
Adjacent to here and overlooking the rear of the home is the final bedroom. Although slightly smaller than its partners, this is still a very comfortably sized
double room housing everything you could need while still having space to spare and is kept delightfully bright by the now familiar twin aspect windows.
So far this is a mightily impressive home so how do we top what we have already seen? Simple. With a bathroom like this one. Beautifully tiled to half
height in fashionable light grey and complimenting the laminate floor this is truly lovely. A double sized hand basin sits atop a modern vanity unit with storage
beneath, separated from the contemporary free standing bath by a large heated towel rail/radiator. Water is fed into the bath from a set of mixer taps rising
from the floor alongside it, before we come to the modern unitary lavatory and finally, the huge walk in shower with its mains water feed. It is a study in
neat, classy understatement and is a fitting finale to a tour of this lovely home.
Useful information:

COUNCIL TAX BAND: F (flintshire)
ELECTRIC & GAS / OIL BILLS: (to be confirmed)
WATER BILL: (to be confirmed)
Photos are taken with a WIDE ANGLE CAMERA so PLEASE LOOK at the 3D & 2D floor plans for approximate room sizes as we don’t want you turning up at
the home and being disappointed, courtesy of planstosell.co.uk:
All in all this home offers immense flexibility, being able to increase or decrease the size of the accommodation according the current needs of the family in
residence. The standard of its fittings and general condition are a credit to the present owners whose time here is measured in decades rather than years
so any perceived faults in the layout or location are clearly no real impediment. The gardens are a joy, the home is spacious and tasteful, the location is
convenience personified and the one slight fly in the ointment, the proximity of the main road has been effectively dealt with by the triple glazing. The acid
question I always ask myself is this: would I want to live there? Yes, in a heartbeat.
Now, ‘unlike most other estate agents’, we actually OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK and are physically in the office 4U so that you can view this home when you
want – but please respect the owners wishes, as they would yours and call us as we accompany every viewing – call 01352 837 837
Remember to check out our genuine 5 ***** STAR GOOGLE REVIEWS that have been added by ‘real people like yourself’ – If you like us, invite us round to
value your home, it won’t cost you a penny and we have over 30 years’ experience in the industry to get you the best and most realistic price for your
home – so we can tell you exactly what your home is worth today!
FREE ‘Independent MORTGAGE ADVICE’ – We OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK so come to our office for a cup of coffee and chat to Beth from LOVE MORTGAGES
or just email Beth@LoveMortgages.co.uk or ‘call’: 01244 90 44 10
ARE YOU THINKING OF SELLING YOUR PROPERTY – TRY NewHome4U – WHY??
1. WE GIVE YOU PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS (not me with a camera!)
2. WE ARE PHYSICALLY IN THE OFFICE 7 DAYS A WEEK & with the
3. FRIENDLIEST STAFF – SO POP IN FOR A CUPPA AND SEE
4. PREMIUM LISTINGS ON RIGHTMOVE @ NO EXTRA CHARGE
5. FEATURED PROPERTY @ NO EXTRA CHARGE
6. FREE AERIAL DRONE VIDEO @ NO EXTRA CHARGE (CAA DEPENDENT)
7. ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE ONLY COST YOU £45!!!
8. HIGHEST GOOGLE RATED AGENT IN MOLD (& SURROUNDING AREAS)
(if these aren’t reasons enough to sell with NewHome4U, then you’re right, there are other agents out there who I think may be better for you ?? )
1. MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS: Intending purchasers will be asked to produce identification documentation at a later stage and we would ask for
your co-operation in order that there will be no delay in agreeing the sale.
2. General: While we endeavour to make our sales particulars fair, accurate and reliable, they are only a general guide to the property and, accordingly, if
there is any point which is of particular importance to you, please contact NewHome4U Ltd and we will be pleased to check the position for you, especially
if you are contemplating travelling some distance to view the property.
3. Measurements: These approximate room sizes are only intended as general guidance. You must verify the dimensions carefully before ordering carpets
or any built-in furniture.
4. Services: Please note we have not tested the services or any of the equipment or appliances in this property, accordingly we strongly advise
prospective buyers to commission their own survey or service reports before finalising their offer to purchase.
5. MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967: THESE PARTICULARS ARE ISSUED IN GOOD FAITH BUT DO NOT CONSTITUTE REPRESENTATIONS OF FACT OR FORM
PART OF ANY OFFER OR CONTRACT. THE MATTERS REFERRED TO IN THESE PARTICULARS SHOULD BE INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED BY PROSPECTIVE
BUYERS. NEITHER NEWHOME4U Ltd NOR ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS HAS ANY AUTHORITY TO MAKE OR GIVE ANY REPRESENTATION OR
WARRANTY WHATEVER IN RELATION TO THIS PROPERTY!
UNAUTHORISED COPY OF THESE SALES PARTICULARES OR PHOTOGRAPHS WILL RESULT IN PROSECUTION – PLEASE ASK NEWHOME4U LTD FOR
PERMISSION AS WE OWN THE RIGHTS!

16-18 Chester Street, Mold, CH7 1EG
Tel: 01352 837 837
info@newhome4u.co.uk

